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We present an improved procedure on the approach to determine the stability of polystyrene spheres
at microscopic particle levels by means of artificially induced particle collisions with the aid of
optical tweezersfJ. Chem. Phys.119, 2399 s2003dg. The basic consideration on this new
development is that the major contribution to the sticking probability for a particle pair caught into
the optical trap for a short period is from its single collision; therefore, if the trapping duration for
the pair is taken to be short, the accumulated sticking probability will be a good approximation for
the single collision. The experimental procedure associated with this approximation does not resort
to exactly controlling the short trapping duration or request the trapping duration correction as
previously reported, and therefore it is more practical and applicable for a broader range of the
stability ratio. The experimental results under different electrolyte concentrations by the new
procedure are consistent with those from the turbidity measurements. ©2005 American Institute of
Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1890926g

I. INTRODUCTION

In the previous paper,1 we reported a method to deter-
mine the stability of polystyrene suspensions by means of
artificially induced particle collisions with the aid of optical
tweezers. Because the method needs to correct undesired
multicollisions during the trapping duration, for each experi-
ment condition two accumulated sticking probabilities with
different trapping durationsstd are required. The relevant
procedure not only involves much more tedious experimental
endeavor, but also restricts its applicable range because the
measurement of two accumulated sticking probabilities be-
comes impracticable when the sticking probability is close to
one. An improved procedure to overcome this shortcoming
and extend the applicable range is presented in this paper.

II. MODEL ANALYSIS

Let Pstd be the accumulated sticking probability for a
particle pair caught into the optical trap at the timet=0 and
released at the timet=t, and letp be the sticking probability
of a single collision. Following the analyses and assumption
in Ref. 1, the particle pair experiences “compact” and “re-
laxed” statuses, and we have

Pstd = pfct1 + pfrst − t1d, s1d

wheret1 is the duration for which the compact status lasts,
and fc and f r are the collision frequencies in the compact and
relaxed statuses, respectively.

Becausefc@ f r, as shown in Ref. 2, and using the as-
sumption that only a single collision takes place for a particle
pair in the compact status we havefct1=1. The following
equation is suggested1 to evaluatep whent@t1:

p < Pstd − pfrt. s2d

After measuring two sets ofP at differentt st8 andt9d,
pfr can be calculated,pfr =sPst8d−Pst9dd / st8−t9d. The
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physical meaning of Eq.s2d is that the accumulated sticking
probability Pstd during the trapping duration contains the
contributions of both single collisionsin the compact statusd
and multicollisionssin the relaxed statusd, so the lattersthe
second termd must be subtracted fromPstd.

All the data of the sticking probability and stability ratio
through the microscopic approach presented in Ref. 1 are
obtained by using Eq.s2d with t8=1 s andt9=2 s. The ma-
jor disadvantage in this strategy is that for each experimental
condition, two accumulated sticking probabilitiesPstd with
different trapping durationsst8 and t9d are required, there-
fore making the measurements less practical. In addition, its
applicable range is restricted because it is impossible to mea-
sure twoPstd whenp is close to one.

Now we consider the possibility to simplify and improve
the above procedure. The improvement is based on the fol-
lowing consideration. If our assumption that one and only
one collision takes place for the particle pair in the compact
status holds, considering the conditionfc@ f r, it is possible
to find a reasonable time durationt, in which the primary
contribution toPstd is from pfct1 due to the collision in the
compact status and that the contribution from the collision in
the relaxed status is small. Actually, as long ast is long
enough to covert1 and short enough to ensurest−t1d!1,
the contribution frompfrt should be so small thatPstd
<pfct1<p. That is,

p < Pstd whent1 , t ! 1. s3d

Ideally, to minimize the contribution of the multicolli-
sions we should chooset as short as possible. In practicing,
however, it is hard to visually determine the exact moment
when two particles start to be held by the optical tweezers
simultaneously. Besides, the particle pair trapped in the op-
tical tweezers is lined up in thez direction salong laser
beamd; that is, in the image we view, one particle is behind
the other. This spatial configuration presents an additional
difficulty to determine the moment when two particles are
actually captured into the trap, and therefore have no way to
control the exact time to release them for a predetermined
trapping duration. However, it is not difficult to meet the
condition of Eq.s3d. For instance, if a particle pair is held in
the trap for 0.2 s, it should have plenty of time to complete
its collision once in the compact status; also, 0.2 s is still
short enough to make the termpfrt reasonably small. As a
matter of fact, it can be expected that the uncertainty of the
trapping duration would not significantly alter the measure-
ments made using Eq.s3d.

We call the sticking probabilityp, evaluated by Eq.s3d,
“short-trapping approximation,” which is drawn from the
above discussion as a deduction of the physical model de-
scribed in Ref. 1. The correctness of Eq.s3d has been verified
by the results of relevant experiments described below.

III. EXPERIMENT

The experiment setup used in our experiment is the same
as that in Ref. 1. Because the particles used in the experiment
of Ref. 1, polystyrenesPSd spheres with a radius ofa0

=0.497±0.011mm s4009A from Duke Scientific Corpora-

tion, USAd, have passed their expiration datesMay 2003d, in
the present study fresh particlessalso 4009A from Duke, the
expiration date: August 2006d were employed. We found
their characteristics are rather different from that used in Ref.
1. We suppose the aging and storage experience may cause
this difference. Considering this fact, in this study the fresh
samples were used in the turbidity measurements and experi-
ments with the optical tweezers.

The experimental procedure to confine a particle pair in
the optical trap for collisions is basically the same as that
described in Ref. 1. The only difference is making the trap-
ping duration short enough to meet the requirement of Eq.
s3d. To do so, after the second particle was captured into the
trap swhile the first one was already in the trapd, we released
them after a very short delaysto covert1d to ensure a colli-
sion to complete and then traced them to check if they re-
mained together or separated. The above procedure was
manually operated, and the starting point of the time of a
trapping duration is determined only visually, so it is difficult
to accurately control the length of each artificial collision for
a predetermined trapping duration. Our estimate of the cor-
responding trapping duration used in the present experiment
is about 0.2s60.05d s, on average.

Considering that a longer trapping duration will bring
more contributions from multicollision, and therefore causes
more error into the measurementsmake the sticking prob-
ability too highd, we should choose the trapping duration as
short as possible. In practice, however, we found that too
short trapping duration made the data scattered. We assume
that this uncertainty in data is associated with the error to
determine visually the very beginningst=0d for two par-
ticles captured into the trap. The fact that one particle is
behind the other in the trap further reduces our visual reso-
lution capacity to judge the time oft=0 with accuracy. In
this case, sometimes we may release the particle pair actually
before they come together for collision, and therefore count
some pairs that have not collided as “have collided” into the
statistics, causing the uncertainties. Apparently, the reproduc-
ibility of the data should be the first important factor for the
measurement of the sticking probability. Thereforet should
be chosen appropriately to ensure that the data is stable, and
that the trapping duration is short enough. We found that
0.2 s is about the shortest duration to keep the data stable,
although it is still too long to completely avoid the influence
of the multicollision, as discussed below.

To obtain the sticking probabilityP, we needed to per-
form a series of the aforementioned collision tests. Each time
we tested one particle pair for their collision outcome. After
sampling n pairs of particles for such artificial collisions,
using Eq.s3d under the “short-trapping approximation,” we
could directly evaluate the sticking probability by calculating
the ratio of the number of sticking pairsnc to n.

To compare the stability ratiosW obtained from the
above microscopic approach with those from the macro-
scopic approachsdenoted byWmacrod, we also did turbidity
measurements1,3 for the new PS samples with ultraviolet/
visible spectrophotometersUV-2100, BRAIC, Chinad and the
zeta potentials.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

All data obtained through the microscopic approach un-
der the short-trapping approximationfEq. s3dg and those
from the macroscopic approach by the turbidity measure-
mentssWmacrois the stability ratio andpmacro=1/Wmacrois the
sticking probabilityd, as well as zeta potentials are listed in
Table I. We can see that for the whole range of the concen-
tration of NaClsup to 0.5 mol L−1d, namely, from the stable
to the rapid-coagulated status of the polystyrene suspensions,
the differences between the results from the microscopic ap-
proach and those from the macroscopic approach are basi-
cally within the limits of the error in the measurements.

However, the experimental data seem to show, to
some extent, a gradual transition frompmicroøpmacro to
pmicro.pmacro with increasing electrolyte concentration. Our
explanation for this transition is that the contribution of
pfrst−t1d sthe multicollision contributiond, in Eq. s3d, to
pmicro becomes large because bothp and f r become larger
when the repulsion between particles is reduced at higher
electrolyte concentrations. Therefore as long asst−t1d.0,
the multicollision effect will be growing with decreasing re-
pulsion between particles. This statement has been verified
by the experimental fact shown in Table II. In theCNaCl

=0.1 mol L−1 case, the contribution to the accumulated stick-
ing probability P from the collisions occurring from 0.2 to
1 s is 5%, but whenCNaCl was increased to 0.15 mol L−1, the
relevant contribution becomes 17%. We can also see that the
values ofpmicro, evaluated by using the short-trapping ap-
proximation of Eq.s3d and the multicollision correction of
Eq. s2d, are very close. But for the former, it needs to mea-
sure only one quantity,Pst<0.2 sd, and for the latter, two
quantities,Pst8d andPst9d, are required to be measured.

The obvious superiority of the short-trapping approxima-
tion of Eq.s3d to the multicollision correction formula of Eq.
s2d is its broader applicable range. Equations3d is applicable
to almost the whole range up to the critical coagulation con-
centration of NaCl, but Eq.s2d is only effective for concen-
trations of NaCl less than 0.2 mol L−1.

The experimental results which coincide with the mod-
eling prediction provide direct evidence for the hypothesis

that there will be, approximately, only one collision for the
particles in the short trapping duration. Taking the experi-
mental data atCNaCl=0.1 mol L−1 as an example, the accu-
mulated sticking probabilityP within the first 0.2 s has
reached 11%, which is very close to that from the turbidity
measurement, while the contribution toP from the succes-
sive 0.8 s is only 4%. These data imply thats1d the collision
frequency within the first 0.2 s is much higher than that
afterwards and thats2d at least one and only one collision
takes place within the first 0.2 s. Otherwise,P would have
had a much larger fluctuation and would not have been so
close to that from the turbidity measurement due to a lack of
accuracy in controlling the trapping duration of 0.2 s.

When the potential barrierVmax, resulting from the com-
bination of attractive and repulsive interactions, is higher
than the particle’s average thermal energykT, the sticking
probabilities are small. It has been shown1 that the trapping
speed has little effect on the observed sticking probabilities
at lower electrolyte sNaCld concentrations sCNaCl

=0.1 mol L−1d. The short-trapping procedure in this study is
able to measure the sticking probability at higher electrolyte
concentrations, at that condition the potential barrier is lower
and the laser intensitysassociated with the trap strength or
trapping speedsd may become significant in the sticking
probability measurement. From Table I we can see that
pmicro=63s±5d% when CNaCl=0.2 mol L−1. When we raised
the laser power from 18.7 to 66 mW, there was an increase of
10% in thepmicro observed. Apparently, this trapping strength
effect is related to the relative magnitudes of the barrier and
the thermal velocity of particles. To minimize this influence
in the practice, we choose the trapping strength as low as
possible.

V. CONCLUSION

The relevant experiments have confirmed our conjecture
sshort-trapping approximationd that the sticking probability
for two particles held in the optical trap for a short period
sabout 0.2 sd is approximately equal to the commonly re-
ferred sticking probability. The sticking probabilities or the
stability ratios measured through this simplified microscopic

TABLE I. Sticking probabilitysPd, stability ratiosWd, and zeta potential vs concentrations of NaClsCNaCld.

CNaClsmol L−1d 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.3
pmicro s%d 0 2.3s60.9d 11s62d 32s63d 63s65d 93s66d 100
pmacro s%d 0 3s62d 11s63d 27s64d 59s66d 90s64d 100
Wmicro ,` 43s617d 9.1s61.7d 3.1s60.3d 1.59s60.13d 1.08s60.07d 1.00
Wmacro ,` 33s622d 9.1s62.5d 3.7s60.5d 1.69s60.17d 1.11s60.05d 1.00
Zeta potentialsmvd 257s62d 255s62d 250s62d 238s62d 232s64d 229s64d 226s64d

All experiments were performed at 25 °C.pmicro and Wmicro are obtained through the microscopic approach
based on Eq.s3d; pmacro andWmacro are from the macrosocpic approach by the turbidity measurements.

TABLE II. Comparison of sticking probabilitiesspmicrod, evaluated according to Eq.s2d with t8=1 s andt9
=2 s and Eq.s3d.

CNaClsmol L−1d pmicro< Pst<0.2 sd Pst=1 sd Pst=2 sd pmicro<2Pst=1 sd−Pst=2 sd

0.1 11% 16% 20% 12%
0.15 32% 49% 67% 31%
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approach are consistent with those from the turbidity mea-
surements, basically for the whole range of the electrolyte
sCNaCld concentrations from 0 to 0.3 mol L−1.

Compared with the approach originally reported in Ref.
1, the present method is more practicable because of its sim-
plicity and broader applicable range.

Our experiments showed that the effect of trapping
strength becomes noticeable when the potential barrier is
lower, suggesting the trapping strength should be chosen as
low as possible.

Our modeling analysis and the associated experiment
provide useful information for gaining insight into the

collision-reaction process of the two-particle system con-
fined in an optical trap.
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